Ground Is A Myth!
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What Is A Ground?
Haven't you wondered?
Have you just accepted it?
Does it have meaning at all?
Seen on schematics
but what does that mean?
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Implies stability
Or, perhaps …

It’s about the earth
Physical objects in contact
with earth
Earth’s charge state
Distance from the center
of mass
Gravitational potential
energy

Ground and Gravity
Gravitational potential
energy
mgh, but what is h?
Referenced to what?
center of mass
earth’s surface

What if there’s no earth?
Then there’s no reference
Newton’s law of
gravitation still applies
distance and masses
Just like voltage / E-field

Let’s go back to Voltage
Electric Potential
Mark your relative
position in an E-field
Says something about
Work and PE

+q

conservative field
path independent

equipotential

Is there a ground for
Voltage?
Just the difference in
position in an E-field
Where is zero?

+q

shift in focus
Maybe at the edge of the
universe

equipotential

What about Current?
Is there such a thing as
ground for current?
Time rate of change of
charge
Featured in Maxwell
Since it’s a derivative,
there is no reference
point
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Current = time rate of
change of charge dq/dt

∮H⋅dL = I + ∮ ∂D/∂t⋅dA
ł⋅J = ∂ρ/∂t

Circuits and Ground
Common reference
Chassis connection
Shielding
Current return path

Digital & Analog Ground
Split system into t wo
one noisy, high current
one quiet, low current
How do we re-join these?
What if there’s a voltage
differential?
“ground loop”

Ground Currents
Current return path

What’s this voltage?

most common use
If the ground has finite
resistance
delta V along path
it’s no longer a
reference

What’s this voltage?

Ground and AC
Very tricky!
Must be the zero
reference for all time
Signals changing with
time: V(t), I(t)
Consider with three (or
more) phases

Diversion: Phasor
Notation
Vectors used to represent:
Voltage, Current, Impedance
magnitude
phase
Vectors can rotate with time
angular velocity, rad/sec -> ω
-jωt

Complex plane, e

Only for monochromatic signals
Vector sums simplify calculations

Phasors and Impedance
You might recognize this
from ham exams
Differential equations
become algebra, geometry
see VIRLCW talk
Again, only one frequency
do not over-apply

Adding Phasors
Decompose into their X and
Y components
Real and Imaginary
Add these separately
Resultant components are
the new vector
Tip+Tail, Parallelogram, TailTail

Delta and Wye (Y)
Delta is un-referenced
Wye has a reference, or
neutral signal
no current if phases
balanced
is this ground?
Transformable
How to “ground” a Delta?

Phasor

Split Phase and Neutral
earth ground?
What is the neutral?

Gnd?

center tap
is this ground?
Driven by one phase,
isolated - no “ground”

Phasor
magnetic
isolation

Neutral and Grounding
Conventions
Connected to earth in some
way?
What is the resistance?
generally a poor conductor
variable: salt, water
Can we still be hurt?
sure

Ground Fault Interruptor
A workaround
Looks at current balance
Doesn’t really reference
“ground”
infers flow to ground,
but could be anywhere
what is ground?

grounding electrode will be, and to what depth it must be driven to obtain
low ground resistance. The resistivity of the soil varies widely throughout
the world and changes seasonally. Soil resistivity is determined largely by its
content of electrolytes, which consist of moisture, minerals and dissolved
salts. A dry soil has high resistivity if it contains no soluble salts (Figure 1).

Ground Conductivity
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Same, with varying proportions
of sand and gravel
Gravel, sand, stones with
little clay or loam

Moisture content
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100,000s Ohms
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NOTES

Is this useful or
meaningful?
Is this safe?

Let's Increase the
Frequency
What is different at HF?
More coupling, but to
what?
Does this do anything for
performance?
Does this do anything for
safety?

Let's Increase the
Frequency
What is different at VHF?
Even more coupling, but to
what?
Does this do anything for
performance?
Does this do anything for
safety?

But don’t Antennas Need
a Ground?
Balanced antenna needs
nothing
Symmetrical structure
favors nothing
Match doesn’t indicate
“ground”, though it appears
assymetic
pattern shift

What about
Ground Planes?
Creates a mirror for the single
radiating element
More compact
Easy to use vertically polarized
Radials might be on the earth
Is that really a ground?
Do you need them to be there?
no

Baluns connect to
Ground, right?
Autotransformer
Classical transformer
Both don’t care what the
unbalanced side is connected to
typically a chassis shield
not earth ground
more about isolation than
anything

Don't use the Neutral or
Safety as the "Ground" !?!
Amateur Radio Handbook
says put in a ground rod
So, we couple to the earth
with a ground rod
Big undertaking
But why?

What about the Power
Supply and Ground?
Now what do we do?
N grounds?
Safety ground
Ground rod
RF ground
I'm very confused!

Gnd?

Is your head spinning
yet?
Where is ground?
What is zero volts?
Ask again in an RF field
spatially dependent
temporally dependent
induction

This is an impossible
thing
There is no ground!
Everything is relative
Everything is in motion
The best we can do is
differentially stabilize at
certain points

So, now what?
Shield
Isolate
Stabilize

Shield - Faraday
Enclose in conductor
keeps fields from inducing V
or I in bad places
changes "ground"
Avoid leakage fields in or out
Avoid currents in other
"grounds"
safety, neutral

∮E⋅dL = -∮ ∂B/∂t⋅dA
EMF = -dΦm/dt

∮H⋅dL = I + ∮ ∂D/∂t⋅dA

Shield: Example
Faraday shielding bet ween
systems and subsystems
Tight connections
high conductivity
Drive the E-Field to zero

Isolate
Differential signal paths,
avoid common mode
Reduce leakage fields
Restrict components to their
primary function
Create high impedances where
current shouldn't flow
avoid currents in bad places

Isolation: Example
Ferrites everywhere
Wrap as many times as
you can
Pay attention to the
ferrite mix

Stabilize
Use low impedances
reduce voltage
differentials
reduce E-field
gradients /
differentials
can be antenna
enhancements

?

Stabilization: Example
One wire per band
Bundle them together
High voltage at wire ends
fold over and tape

Wither Ground Rods
Outside of lightening,
you're wasting your time
Can make things worse!
noise
RF losses
On a portable antenna:
disconnect it

My 2nd Floor Station:
800 Watts
Helically wound vertical
dipole
Tuner (manual or auto)
AL-811H Amplifier
IC-7600
No ground!

But how, you ask?
Shielding: all components are individually shielded
Isolation: ferrites form inductive isolators keeping
common mode currents from flowing
Stabilization: counterpoises on all bands

What is a Counterpoise?
A 1/4 wave monopole
The low impedance point of
an open antenna or
transmission line
Must match operating
frequency
Can be bundled
Watch for high voltage!

Radials on the Ground
Like a counterpoise
detuned by the earth
Provide the mirror
Should be as complete as
possible: 16 to 64
lower loss resistance
remember - earth is lossy

What about the “ground”
lugs?
Connect them together
flat braid (low inductance)
Connect that to the counterpoise
bundle
Stabilizes the equipment chassis
within the RF fields (E-field)
Avoid RF burn
Connect to ground rod?
probably a bad idea

What Applies To Your HT?
No apparent ground
Where’s the other half of
the antenna?
Let’s add one
counterpoise
not a “ground”
several dB improvement

Lightning: A Case for
Ground (sort of)
Back to DC
Large charge differential
builds
Covers earth's surface
relatively wide area
Want safe discharge

Lightning Strike
- - - - - - - - - Plasma forms from
intense E-field
Ions are conductor for
charge carriers
Charge equalizes
Hopefully doesn’t equalize
through your shack

+ + + + + + + + + +

Lightning Rod
Sharp tip has many
charge carries
mutual repulsion
minimized
Conducts to earth's
surface efficiently
charge equalization

Antennas Are Like
Lightning Rods
Altitude and connection to
earth's surface makes Efield intense
Many sharp edges
Efficient conductors
Ought to be grounded for
lightning, not RF

a schematic of a protection plan. This installment shows us the type of
protection to apply and how to design the protective installation.

Should Antenna coax go
T to station “ground”?

he process described in Part 1 of identifying the equipment to be protected can be applied to any item or set
of electronic equipment. With some adjustment, it can
be applied to tower-top electronics such as preamps or power
amplifiers, to a computer installation in another room, a TV or
a stereo system. The principle is the same: identify all of the
electrically and proximally
connected
identify all
the input
and outputequipment,
sides of the proof the I/O (input/output)
lines,
add
protectors
The
tector.
You
must
take this and
into ground.
contheory is easy; it’s the implementation
that canthe
belayout
challenging.
sideration when planning

Bad idea for lightning
of the SPGP.

they should not add to system SWR or signal loss, and at the
same time they need to operate over a very broad frequency
range at both receive and transmit power levels.
Each coax line leaving the circle around the protected equipment must have an appropriate coaxial protector. As we will
discuss later, the coax protector along with all of the other I/O
protectors must be mounted on a common plate (or panel) and
connected to an external ground system.
Two typical PolyPhaser protectors for Amateur Radio use
below 1 GHz are shown in Figure 7. While both of these protectors are shown with UHF-female connectors on both the antenna
and equipment sides of the protector, type N connectors are available, as are combinations of male and female connectors. Please
note, however,
that there
are other manufacturers of quality
PLDO
SPTL
lightning-protection products. See the “Resources” sidebar at
the end of this article.
Special coaxial protectors to protect I/O lines for GPS, DBS,
broadcast and cable TV are available, as well as those for towertop amplifiers and remote antenna switches that require an ac
or dc voltage fed through the feed line. All protectors come
with the appropriate type of connector commonly used for these
applications.
Single Point Ground Panel

Protecting Each I/O Line
A general guideline is to draw an

Power

Coax

Telco

bring that current flow
inside your house?

I S-50UX-C0

diagonal
near the cenLet’s examine eachimaginary
of the I/O
lines line
identified
in the boxter
of
the
panel
as
shown
in
Figure
level schematic, dividing them into broad categories for disDesignate the
area abovesource
the line or sink
cussion. Each I/O line12.represents
a potential
as protected and the area below the
(ground) for lightning
strike energy, either directly from
line as unprotected (or vice versa).
Mother Nature or indirectly
via ayou
connecting
or arc. We
Make sure
consider wire
how the
must provide a protector
thatwill
is physically
appanel
be mounted; and
how electrically
the (unpropriate for the type protected)
of I/O linecables
we are
willprotecting.
enter the un-The proareatoand
how the circuit
(pro- when
tector has a relativelyprotected
simple job
do—short
tected)While
cablesthis
will may
leaveseem
the panel.
threatened (over voltage).
like a relaOne
of
the
nice
things
about
a
twotively simple thing to do, it is surprisingly difficult to accomdimensional
is that
the efplish without first sharing
much ofdrawing
the strike
energy
with your
fects of gravity do not show. In Figequipment. This is especially important for receivers with senure 12, the cables leaving the panel
sitive FET front-end stages
and electronic
interfaces
(RS-232,
Figure 12—The SPGP showing the division of the protected and unprotected cables.
to the right
above the dotted
line must
422, and so on) wherebetheanchored.
maximum
tolerable
interface
voltIf they are not, real
age is just a few volts world
above gravity
the operating
voltage.
will cause
them to
The best I/O line protectors
connected
series
between
arriving on the antenna feed line cables and control lines (and
eventuallyare
bend
down and in
come
close
to, and maybe even touch,
to a lesser extent on the power and telephone lines) and give it
the unprotected
cables. Iftothis
happens,
during the strike event
the surge and the circuit
they are intended
protect.
Series
a path back to the earth, our energy sink. The impedance of
there
is
the
potential
for
a
spark-gap
breach
of
the
protectors
protectors, by design, have the capability to limit the amount
the ground connection should be low so the energy prefers
between
theequipment
cables—a failure
the protection
of lightning strike energy
your
will of
receive.
The plan.
this path and is dispersed harmlessly. To achieve a low impedNeatness
counts—cables
(transmission
lines, power (ac and
“better manufacturers” will
specify
the maximum
amount of
ance the ground connection needs to be short (distance),
dc), speaker, microphone, computer, control) should be cut to
“let-through energy” length
your equipment
will
receive
during
a
straight, and wide.
and routed neatly and cleanly between boxes using the
strike. It is normally specified
a quantity
energy
inofthe
most directaspractical
route.ofThe
coiling
excess cable length
Short
milli- or microjoule range.
choosing
a protector,
select
on theWhen
protected
side should
be avoided
since it can act as an
the one with the least let-through
energy that
meets
all of the
air-wound transformer
coupling
magnetic
energy from a nearby
We all know that a conductor, no matter what size or shape,
lightning strike back into the protected equipment.
has inductance that increases with length. Connecting the SPGP
requirements for the connection.
Prote cte

d

te cte
Unpro

d

likely to kill your transceiver

To Perimeter
Ground System
From Antenna

damage other gear

Cha ssis Ground

From Telco

Ground the coax first through
protection device
Do this outside or near the
outside

The chassis ground for each element of radio equipment must
to the external ground system should be done with the shortalso be connected to the SPGP. The SPGP is our reference point
est possible wire. Did I say wire? Be sure to read about “wide.”
during
the strike
and it is important
that all elements of
The first category of
protector
we event
will examine
is the coFigure 7—Typical
coax protectors, the PolyPhaser IS-50UX and
Straight

Coaxial Cable

So, what happened to
Ground?
It evaporated!
except for lightning
It’s all relative
there is no reference
The earth is not reliable
dirt is a crummy conductor
it’s a crummy dielectric too

What can we hams do?
Shield our equipment from
RF fields
Isolate the various
components from each
other: balanced currents
Stabilize everything within
the RF field
Ditch those ground rods
(except for lightning)
Have fun on the radio

Questions?

Thank You

